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Introducing Alpha Core
Alpha Core is a text-based vocabulary, designed to meet the communication needs of
literate adults with changing physical abilities.
This vocabulary offers quick access to topic words and phrases, alongside a keyboard
of your choice. Each keyboard has word prediction and chat history cells to help speed
up your rate of communication. The range of keyboards make it possible for you to swap
layouts over time if your physical ability or access method changes. You won't lose any of
the changes you have made to the vocabulary, including any words and phrases that are
personal to you.
Alpha Core also comes with a selection of accessible apps for sending emails, text
messages, browsing the web, watching YouTube videos, message banking and Computer
control for accessing Windows.
Throughout this guide you'll find many practical tips for using and getting to know Alpha
Core, as we take you through the different options and show you how they work.

		

Seven different keyboard layouts

		

Rapid sentence building

		

Useful topic grids with pre-stored phrases

		

Simple to edit and personalise

		

Easy-to-use accessible apps

		

Supports people with changing access needs

		

Suitable for all access methods

		

Available on Windows and iPad
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Created by Amy Roman (MS, CCC-SLP)
Alpha Core was developed by Speech and Language Pathologist Amy Roman based
on over 20 years of clinical experience in the field of ALS*. Amy has spent many years
adapting and optimizing communication solutions for people with ALS and other
conditions that impact speech - supporting them to communicate, whatever their physical
access needs.
Her experience in working with people with changing physical needs is reflected in the
design of Alpha Core, from the range of keyboard layouts, to specific vocabulary for
talking about personal care or eating and drinking difficulties.
Alpha Core has also been created with the input of adults with ALS, their families, care
givers and therapists. Throughout this grid set you'll find many features and messages
that are particularly useful and meaningful to adults with ALS, and other conditions where
physical needs may change over time.
*ALS stands for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. In the UK, ALS is more commonly known as
Motor Neurone Disease, or MND.
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Who is Alpha Core for?
Alpha Core is designed for people with physical needs that are likely to change over time,
such as ALS or MND. These changing needs might make it harder for someone to speak or
to physically access a communication aid. This might mean that someone using a touch
screen initially could later find it easier to use eye gaze.
The Alpha Core grid set is designed to adapt with you, enabling you to change keyboard
layout without anything else changing. There are plenty of keyboard options to choose
from. For example, if you began to find it difficult to select letters on the standard Qwerty
keyboard you could switch to the larger cell Qwerty layout. Only the keyboard changes, so
you can still access the apps in the rest of the grid set, along with any words or messages
you have added into the vocabulary.
A note on access
Alpha Core is ideal for people who need to be able to communicate efficiently and to the
fullest, despite physical challenges and changes.
People use a variety of methods to interact with their communication device – based on
their physical abilities, sensory abilities and preferences. People with little or no hand
weakness for example, can use a mechanical or on-screen keyboard to enable them to
reach their fastest typing speed.
Those experiencing hand weakness can use an on-screen keyboard with special pointing
devices such as a mouse, touch, joystick, trackball, or head and eye gaze systems. Some
people even tap one sensitive button (a ‘switch’) to fully control their communication
software, navigate the web, compose texts, blogs and emails, watch movies and listen to
music.

Touch

Eye gaze

Switch
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Alpha Core keyboards
When you open Alpha Core for the first time you will be asked to choose a keyboard layout.
There are seven different keyboards to choose from and it's easy to switch to a new one at
any time.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Core Word keyboard
QWERTY standard
QWERTY Large Cell
AEIOU Large Cell
Frequency Scanning keyboard
Frequency Split keyboard
2-Hit Keyboard

Each keyboard gives you access to everything you need, including a chat area, letters to
spell out words, word and phrase prediction cells, and quick links to prestored phrases.
These functions are explored in more detail on page 21.

Changing your keyboard
Changing between keyboards is quick and easy to do and you don’t need to learn a
whole new system each time you do it. Go to Settings, and select Change Keyboard, and
choose from one of the seven keyboards.
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Core Word keyboard
The Core Word keyboard gives you quick access to the most commonly used words,
known as core vocabulary, alongside a qwerty keyboard where you can type the words
that aren’t already listed.

Core vocabulary
Core vocabulary refers to the words we use all the time, making up much of what we say.
Words like "do", "go", "it", "like". These words can be used flexibly, in different situations,
with different people, to talk about different things. The Core Word keyboard provides you
with some of the most common of these core vocabulary words.
Many of the core words offer different variations and tenses when you select them. When
you select “need” for example, you will also be offered “needs”, “needed” and “needing”.
Prediction and chat history
There are two rows of prediction in this keyboard:
Word prediction to help you to quickly complete the word you are typing or suggest
the next word,
Chat history where you can select phrases which are suggested based on 			
things you have already said.
Tip: This is a good keyboard for people who have been using a paper-based Alpha Core
board with a laser pointer, stylus or finger. It is most appropriate for those who use a
mouse, head tracker or touch screen. You can print your own paper-based Alpha Core
board on page 65.
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QWERTY keyboards
There are two QWERTY keyboards to choose from:

QWERTY Standard
QWERTY Standard is a basic keyboard with word prediction and chat history in the
two rows above the letter keys. The + icon at the top gives you access to more features
including Editing, Mute, and an attention alert.
Tip: This keyboard works with all access methods and is suitable for a keyguard (a clear
shield with holes that fits over the keyboard to help you avoid accidental selections).

QWERTY Large Cell
QWERTY Large Cell has bigger cells than the standard QWERTY keyboard. The row of
prediction cells above the keyboard also doubles up as your chat history.
Tip: This is a good keyboard for eye gaze users, people who like larger cells and people
who don’t use chat history often.
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AEIOU Large cell keyboard
AEIOU Large Cell is an alphabetical keyboard with longer cells than QWERTY Large Cell.
In this layout, word prediction appears in a vertical column down the side of the keyboard,
which you can also use to switch to chat history.

Tip: You may want to use this keyboard if you have been using an AEIOU low-tech
communication board, or are using a switch to scan the keyboard.
Tip for switches: If you are using this keyboard with switches, you may want to try a Block
scan. To set this up go to Menu - Settings - Access - Switches - Activation and underneath
Advance set it to the following:
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For a simpler scanning pattern, you could also use a Row Column scan. To set this up in
your switch settings, underneath Advance, set this to:

For people who would benefit from auditory prompts, you can also turn this on from your
switch settings screen, under Highlighting select the option:

Tips for users who benefit from additional auditory feedback:
You can turn on “Speak description when highlighting” to hear a description of the
highlighted cell, or selected scan block, row or column.
You can turn on “Play sound when activated” to hear an additional click when the
cell has been selected.
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Frequency Scanning keyboard
The Frequency Scanning keyboard is designed to speed up switch scanning for people
who use word prediction.
Letters are arranged by those that appear most frequently in the first 1-2 characters of a
word. The most common letters are in the top left of the keyboard, where they are quickest
to reach.

Tip: When using prediction, you typically only need to type the first 1-3 characters for the
word you want to appear.
Tip for switches: If you are using this keyboard with switches, you may want to try a Row
Column scan. To set this up go to Menu - Settings - Access - Switches - Activation and
underneath Advance set it to the following:
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Split Frequency keyboard
The Split Frequency keyboard has 28 cells on the screen and is designed for people who
use eye gaze and find it challenging to target smaller cells. The keyboard is split across two
grids, with the most commonly used letters appearing on the first grid, and less frequently
used letters on the second grid.

The second grid is self-closing, so once you have selected a letter you will jump back to the
first grid. You can use the Stay here cell if you want to choose another letter from this grid
before jumping back.
Tip: You can see how this keyboard works by writing the sentence “I am trying this
keyboard out to see if it is the right one for me”. You will find that you only need to use the
second grid once for the letter “k”! Every other word can be written using the letters and
prediction cells on the first grid.
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2-Hit keyboard
The 2-Hit keyboard has 12 extra large cells, designed for people who are using eye gaze
and have significant difficulty with targeting. This layout requires two selections to type a
letter, but includes prediction cells to help speed up communication.

As Alpha Core is designed to adapt with you as your access needs change, we anticipate
that many users of the 2 hit keyboard will already have a large number of phrases in their
Chat History which were spoken when using a different Alpha Core keyboard. Due to the
space restrictions resulting from much larger cells, the Topics grids are not included with
the 2 hit layout but you can still quickly access your previously used phrases from Topics or
elsewhere using Chat History. To speak a stored phrase simply type the first few letters of a
key word within it, then jump to Apps - Chat History and it should be there for you to select
and speak
The 2 Hit keyboard has been designed to enable the continued use of larger cell versions
of the most popular accessible apps available elsewhere in Alpha Core including camera,
email, SMS, Quick Messages, Alexa and Message Banking. From the Keyboard, select
Apps to get to the above and also to Settings, Chat History, Communication Tips and to
exit to Grid Explorer.
Tip: There are fewer cells on each grid in this layout, so some of the function cells are in
different locations from the other keyboards. You’ll find backspace and clear by expanding
the + icon. Space and full stop are found in the A-D grid, as well as the punctuation grid.
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Choosing your keyboard
When you choose your keyboard, you'll see a short description alongside a picture of the
layout, to help you choose the one that will suit you most.

Which is the right keyboard for you?
To find the right keyboard, try them out and see which one works best for you. An ideal
keyboard should provide all the features you need quickly, such as an attention chime,
word prediction and links to phrases. These components are easily reached in all the
keyboard layouts in Alpha Core.
It should also be easy to look at and comfortable for you to use, enabling you to compose
messages at the fastest speed possible – without strain or frequent errors.
A speech and language therapist can help you pick the keyboard that best matches your
needs. You can also try the exercise below to help you find the keyboard that gives you the
fastest rate of communication.

Some tips to identify the keyboard that helps you communicate the quickest

1

Choose two or three keyboards that you would like to try.

2

Type the following sentence a couple of times on each keyboard:

			

3

I’m getting rest so I can go on a trip.

Now set a timer for two minutes so that you can time yourself on each keyboard. 		
Make sure you have tried a couple of times on each keyboard first. (This is 			
particularly important if you are trying out the Core Word keyboard as it requires 		
some familiarity to reach your top speed).
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Tip: Be sure to check the prediction cells as you type. Many of the words you need will be
predicted!
If you are trying the Core Word keyboard, nearly all of the words are included in the top half
of the grid. The words "a” and “to” will appear in the prediction cells, and for the word “trip”
you will need to use the keyboard but it should appear after just selecting the “t”.

4
5

Create the sentence over and over again for two minutes until the timer goes off. 		
Make sure you add punctuation and correct any errors so the sentence is perfect 		
each time.
Now count how many words you produced with that keyboard. Subtract one word
for each mistake that you didn’t fix when you were being timed. Divide this number
by two to get your word per minute rate.
Total words – unfixed errors
2
= words per minute

Using the keyboard that gives you the fastest communication rate is the most common
way to choose an efficient keyboard.
At times, you may want to take a rest from your high-performance keyboard when
you become fatigued, and instead use one with larger letters. If your physical abilities
change you can reassess which keyboard enables your fastest communication rate whilst
minimizing fatigue, errors and eye strain.
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Chat area and functions
Here we explore the functions that you will find across the different Alpha Core keyboard
layouts.
Tip: Locations of these may vary depending on the keyboard you choose

The Speak cell will speak your message
out loud.

You can easily Undo your last writing
action.

Select Clear to empty the text from your
chat area. You can also Delete Word or
use the Backspace to delete by letter.

Attention will sound an alarm chime.

For people using eye gaze or a pointer
with dwell to select, a Rest cell will
appear in the chat area. While Rest is
selected, you cannot select any other
cells.

Go to the Topics grid to access topic
words, quick phrases and accessible
apps.
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Many of the keyboards have a Plus sign
in the chat area, which is where you will
find other functions not available from
the main keyboard grid.

Record enables you to make a
recording of the word or phrase that is
currently in the chat area. Grid will then
play the recording whenever the word
or phrase is spoken, rather than using
the synthesized voice. Find out more
about this in the Message banking
section on page 34

Use Share to copy the contents of your
chat area into an email, document, or
SMS. You can also use this to copy your
chat area to the clipboard, ready to be
pasted into another application of your
choice.

Speak As You Type lets you choose
whether you speak your phrase out loud
as you are typing, or whether you wait
until your message is complete and
select the Speak cell. You can toggle
between these two choices.

Back takes you to the previous grid.

Edit provides you with tools for selecting
sections of text, and tools for speaking
different sections of text such as speak
paragraph. (This can be useful for
public speaking).
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Sounds takes you to a grid which can
be used for sounds such as laughter or
sighing, which can be recorded by the
user or someone who supports them.
Find out more about this in the Sounds
section on page 19.

The Scheduling grid gives you
useful language to help you arrange
appointments and quickly select dates
and times. This can be reached directly
from the Core Word keyboard, or for
other keyboard layouts, can be reached
via Topics.

Go to Settings to alter the volume,
choose a new keyboard, change voice
and access settings and more.
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Sounds
The Sounds grid is designed to let you trigger a number of different sounds and vocal
expressions that can be more meaningful than just speech alone.

Attention, Alarm and Applause
These cells trigger appropriate sounds to get attention or show appreciation with
applause. These sounds play at the same volume as your speaking voice.

The sounds list
The main section of the Sounds grid is pre-populated with several suggestions for sounds
to record. These include -Eh Hem, -Laugh and -Oh.
To use these, you will need to record the appropriate sound with the Record Message
option. This can be done either by the user if they are able to, or they can ask someone
else to record them.

Recording a sound
First you need to select the sound or vocal expression that you would like to record, for
example '-Oh'.
Select Record Message to be taken to the recording grid.
You can then select Record and make the sound you wish to capture. Selecting Record
again will stop recording.
You can play back the recording by selecting Listen. Select Record again if you want to try
again.
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When you are happy with the recording select Back. Now whenever you type the phrase,
including the hyphen at the beginning, or select it from the Sounds grid, it will play back
your recording.

Adding and Removing Messages
You can add your own sounds and vocal expressions using the Add Message option.
First write the message you want to add into the chat area with your keyboard. It is
important at this point to start your message with a '-' to mark this as a sound.
Once you have written your message tap Back then select Add Message. You can then
record an appropriate sound as described above.
To remove a message, select the Remove Message. The message list will turn red and you
can select the message you wish to delete.
Tip: If the person using Alpha Core is still able to use their voice, it can be powerful to
record signature remarks – a phrase that person says a lot, or something that is quite
unique to them – because synthesized speech often will not convey the phrase in the same
way.
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Word prediction and Chat history
There are two types of prediction in Alpha Core: Word prediction and Chat history.
Word Prediction uses SwiftKey technology to complete the word you are currently
typing and show the word you are likely to want next. Just start typing a word and after
a few letters it should appear in the prediction cells. After selecting the chosen word,
suggestions for your next word will appear.

Word prediction

Chat History active
Tip: Even if you mistype a word, you can usually continue typing and word prediction will
still guess the word. Typing “heklo” is a good example of this.
Chat History gives you a quick and easy way to speak whole phrases and sentences,
based on the things you have already said, and a pre-stored collection of hundreds of
useful phrases.
Tip: In some of the keyboards in Alpha Core, Word Prediction and Chat History appear in
the same row. Simply toggle between them using the Chat history / Word Prediction cell.

How does chat history work?
Your Chat History phrases are suggested based on how often you speak them, and how
recently they were said. Chat History also takes into account where you were when you last
said something.
For example, the phrases that appear when you are at your favourite café may be different
from those that appear when you are at home. If your desired phrase doesn't come up
straight away, use the More cell to scroll through more choices.
Tip: Rather than starting at the beginning of your sentence, just begin typing the keyword
and your related messages will appear. For example, if you want to order a coffee, just
type “cof” to see phrases related to coffee.
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Chat history is pre-populated with a huge bank of commonly spoken phrases to get you
started. Your own personal phrases are added to this every time you select Speak.
You can enable or disable Chat history in Menu - Settings – Writing – Chat history.

Private mode
There may be times when you don’t want Grid to remember what you have said. On these
occasions you can simply go to Topics and switch on Private Mode.
The padlock will change colour when Private mode is turned on, and no phrases will be
stored in chat history until you turn it off again or exit Alpha Core.
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Topics
The Topics grid consists of three main parts.

Topics
Firstly, the top half of the grid consists of jumps to a range of topics including Greetings,
Needs and Personal Care. These are the light blue cells in the top half of the grid. Each
topic contains relevant phrases and sentence starters, with links to other relevant
vocabulary.

Accessible Apps
You can also jump to useful apps for email and browsing the web from here – these are the
blue cells in the bottom half of the grid. You can find out more about these accessible apps
later in this guide (page 38).
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Tools
The bottom row of the Topics grid gives you jumps back, to your keyboard, to settings, and
to conversational supports. You can find out more about Conversational Supports on page
36.

You will find a jump to Topics on every keyboard * so you are only ever a couple of
selections away from your phrases.
* Due to the number of cells, the Topics grid is not available from the 2-hit keyboard.
Instead there is a jump to a reduced selection of Accessible Apps and Tools, and Chat
History can be used instead of using the Topics grids.
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List of the topics in Alpha Core
Greetings

To start a conversation

"Hi, how are you
doing?"

Goodbyes

To draw a conversation
to a close

"It was so good
seeing you."

Affection

For talking to loved
ones

"I love you"

News & current
topics

To discuss what is
happening right now

"Did you hear the
news today?"

Needs - General

For getting help with
day to day things

"I need help"

Needs - Medical

For getting help with
specific things related
to health

"I need to take my
medication"

Comfort &
Positioning

For getting everything
just right

"Please help me
reposition"
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Personal care

To talk about daily
routines

"I need to use the
bathroom"

Diet & Eating
strategies

To communicate your
needs around eating
and drinking

"Please help me
reposition"

Pets

For talking about or to
your pets

"What a good dog!"

Household

For day to day chores

"Are you going to
the store?"

Phone chat

Phrases to help the
person you are calling
to understand you are
using an AAC device

"Don't hang up I
am using a speech
device."

My info

For storing information
about yourself

"My emergency
contact is..."

Emergency

To get help quickly

"I have a fire
emergency!"

Scheduling

Everything you
need for organizing
appointments, events
or transports

"What times do you
have available?"
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Entertainment

For choosing media
and activities

"Let's watch a film"

Family Chat

For catching up with
your family

"How are the kids
doing?"
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How the topic grids work
Each topic grid is made up of a message list and sentence builders.

Message list		
This is a word list that is made up of messages that are added to 		
			
the chat area. You can add the current contents of the chat 			
			
area to this list using Add Message. You can remove a message from
			the list using Remove Message.
Sentence builders These cells are designed to speed up your communication, by helping
			
you to start your message with a word or phrase before jumping to a
			
related Topic to finish your message.
Each Sentence builder cell contains text which will be added to the chat area, and the text
in brackets tells you which other Topics grid you will jump to. So when you jump to Needs
- General you can say general phrases such as "I need help" or "I need to talk to you", but
you can also use the sentence builders to insert a starter phrase and then jump to another
grid. For example, "I need (People) my daughter" or "Please clean (My Things) my glasses".
Some grids also contain Quick fire messages. These messages are spoken as soon as
they are selected and are not added to the chat area. For example, on the Comfort &
Positioning topic there are quick fire messages including “a bit more”, “that’s too much”
and “stop!”.
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Building a sentence

Jump to Comfort
and positioning

Jump to
Remove... (my
things)

Add small word

Add the object

"Please remove...

my...

glasses."
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Customizing topic grids
Each topic grid includes Add Message and Remove Message cells, so you can quickly
personalise topics with your own words and phrases.

Adding a message
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose the topic you want to add to
Make sure the chat area is clear
Jump to your keyboard and type the phrase you want to add
Jump Back to the topic grid
Select Add Message

Removing a message
To remove messages that you are unlikely to use, select Remove Message. The cells will
turn red and you can select the message you want to delete.
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Editing a message
You may want to change some of the messages in your topics.
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make sure the chat area is clear
Select the message you wish to edit.
Select Keyboard and use the editing tools to update your message.
Select Back to return to the topic grid.
Select Add Message to add your edited message to the topic page.
You can then use the Remove Message option to remove the old message.

Tip: Remember you don’t have to keep messages you don’t use! Alpha Core has been
populated with a broad range of messages suitable for many people, but you won’t need
everything. Trimming down your topic messages can help you navigate and personalise
Alpha Core the way you want!
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Adding a custom topic
There are a number of blank topics ready to be customized. You can find these when you
select More Topics from the main Topics grid. There are two steps to this:
1.
2.

Editing the cell which jumps to your new topic
Adding your phrases to the topic

To edit the cell you will need to go to Menu – Edit grid*.
Click on one of the Blank Topic cells. Now select Change Label from the editing bar at the
top of the screen, and type the name of your topic.
If you want to add a symbol or a picture then select Find picture. Here you can search for a
symbol, or select a photo from your computer, search the web for a picture or take a photo
with the camera on your device.
Once you are happy with your new topic label select Menu - Finish editing and save your
changes.
Select your new topic and start adding messages as described above (page 30).
*Some people may need assistance to use Edit grid, as this requires the use of the touch
screen, or a mouse and keyboard.
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Word list editing
The topic grids in Alpha Core use word lists. As well as adding words or phrases one at a
time, there is also a way to add multiple words and phrases quickly*.
To do this, go to Menu – Edit word list. This brings up a window where you can add
phrases, choose symbols, and change the order that messages appear in.
To add a new phrase, select Add and type your phrase. Press return and start typing the
next one.
On the left is a column with all the phrases in the word list. You can change the order that
the messages will appear in your grid here. Simply click on, or touch a message and drag it
up or down to a new position in the list.
Tip: The bottom of the column must show No sort order to allow you to move the messages
freely. You’ll notice this is selected in topics like Drinks, Activities and Events, messages are
ordered A-Z to make words easier to find.

To add a picture or symbol to a phrase, select it from the column on the left. There will be
a selection of symbols to choose from on the bottom of the window, or you can select Find
picture to search for more options.
*Some people may need assistance to use Edit grid, as this requires the use of the touch
screen, or a mouse and keyboard.
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Message banking
Alpha Core makes it possible for people with declining physical abilities to record
messages with their own speech, so if they lose their ability to speak, they can use the
recordings instead of the synthesized voice.

Adding phrases
You can add phrases directly from your keyboard. To add a phrase to your message
banking library, first use the keyboard to write your message. Then select Record from your
keyboard (this may be found under the + icon).
You will be presented with the recording grid.
Press Record and speak your message. When you have finished speaking, select Record
again to end the recording.

You can play your message back by selecting Listen.
To view all your banked messages, you can go to Topics - Message banking. From there
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you can play back each message, but messages will also be played any time you type that
phrase using your keyboard, or by selecting it from your Chat history.
Tip: You can speak your banked messages from the Message banking grid, by selecting
the message in your chat history, or by typing them directly into your keyboard.
You can also record, import, delete and organize your messages into categories by going
to Menu - Settings – Speech – Message banking *.
* Some people may need assistance to use Settings, as this requires the use of the touch
screen, or a mouse and keyboard.
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Conversational Supports
Alpha Core includes three types of conversational supports, which you can access from
the Topics grid.
The messages on each of the following grids are spoken immediately and do not get
added to the chat area. This means you can use them even when you are in the middle
of writing another message in the chat area. Jump from your keyboard to any of these
three grids, speak a message, then jump back to your keyboard to continue writing your
message.

Communication Tips

Communication tips contain messages that can help conversation flow and make quick
interjections to help you explain more about communicating with an AAC user.

Questions & Continuers
Questions and Continuers are useful phrases to help you stay in the conversation. These
are helpful if someone is telling a story or talking. You’ll find quick questions and comments
like “Tell me more”, “What do you think?” or “I know”.
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Yes / No / Please / Thanks
This grid has quick messages to quickly respond to questions and enquiries.

Tip: To personalise any of these grids, you can use Add Message and Remove Message.
Use Add Message to add what is written in the chat area. Use Remove Message to select
one of the messages and remove it from the grid.
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Web browser
The Alpha Core web browser allows you to access the internet and browse content with
easy to access controls.

Favourite Websites
Navigate to pre-stored Favourites. You can also add the current web page to your
Favourites to bookmark it for future easy access.
Google Search
From this grid, jump to the keyboard to type your search phrase, press Back to return to
Search and then Copy and Paste from Chat. Your search phrase should now be in the box
at the top, now press Search. Now you can scroll up and down to view the results. To open
a page from the search results use the arrows on the bottom row to highlight it and then
Activate Link.
Enter a Web Address
To go straight to a specific page, press Enter a Web Address. Now jump to your keyboard
to type the URL, press Back and then Copy and Paste from Chat. Note that www is
automatically inserted, and there are cells on this grid for common domains eg .com.
Select Go to navigate to the web page.
Page Links
All the clickable links on a web page are displayed in easily accessible cells. Note that
some pages will have a large number of links, in which case you may need to press More to
display the one you want. This grid can save you from having to manually navigate through
all the links on a page – just directly select the one you want instead!
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Keyboard
Use the keyboard to type into a web page to fill in a form or post. Make sure that the cursor
is in the desired text box with the Previous Link, Next Link navigation. Select Keyboard,
type in your text, then select Back. Now press Copy and Paste from Chat to insert the text
into the web page.
Previous Link, Next Link, Link Down, Link Up
Use the arrows to move the currently highlighted link (outlined in red) to the one you want
and then select Activate Link to click on it.
Scroll Up, Scroll Down
Use scroll up and down when reading a web page.
Web Viewer
Web Viewer allows you to see more of the web page at once, as well as allowing you to
scroll around and adjust the zoom level.

Reload
This cell will refresh the web page – useful if the web page hangs while loading, or if the
information on the page may have changed since it was first loaded.
Tip: Using Grid’s built in browser is just one way of accessing the internet. You may also
want to try out the Computer Control grid to access an alternative browser and directly
access web pages.
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YouTube
The YouTube grid lets you browse online videos and watch them inside Alpha Core.

Use the top row of arrows to navigate the YouTube interface and the Enter/Play cell to
select videos and options.
Back to Chat will return you to your keyboard.
Topics will return you to your topics grid.
Use the volume up and down commands to increase the volume of the device. Note that
this will also affect your speaking voices volume!
Search will open a chat window. Use the keyboard to write what you want to search for,
then select back. Then select the large Search cell to start your search. Navigate the
search results with the arrow keys.

The Esc cell will take you back to the YouTube homepage if you are watching a video or
scrolling search results.
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Signing in to YouTube
You may want to sign in to YouTube if you want to access your own subscriptions and
playlists. To sign in, you will need to create a Google Account. You will also need a separate
web browser open on either your device, or a mobile phone. On your device, navigate to
the Sign in option in YouTube.
In your second browser window, or mobile device, go to Youtube.com/activate and type in
the Sign in code displayed in the grid set.
Follow the instructions on your mobile device or second browser to confirm your account.
Tip: From time to time Google and YouTube update their sign in methods, if in doubt, read
the screen and follow the instructions that Google provide. We always try to keep our grid
sets up to date with the latest changes.
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Computer control
Computer control is only available when using Windows
Computer control in Alpha Core is designed for users accessing their device with a head
pointer or eye gaze. With Computer control you have access to Windows applications, with
a control overlay that allows you to click, drag, type and more.

Using Computer control
Computer control is used to navigate either the Windows interface or use applications e.g.
Word or Excel.
Using Computer control you can select the type of click you would like to perform, then
guide your pointer or gaze to the point where that click should be carried out, then allow
the dwell or click to take place.
Tip: If you are anticipating several clicks, for example if you are playing a game, you can
select the click cell twice. This means you will always have that click set to occur, until you
select the click cell again to switch the command off.

Access settings
To set up computer control, you will need to configure your Access settings to suit your
needs. Under Settings – Access you can choose to configure either Pointer or Eye gaze.
If you are using Pointer control, select this, and the Computer control settings will be on the
screen.

Pointer options
Press switch to click
With Press switch to click you to move the pointer around the screen and press your
switch to make a selection. You will need to have connected a switch to your device and
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configured it in Settings – Access – Switch.
Dwell to click
Move the mouse pointer around the screen with your gaze and a dwell will begin when still.
Zoom to click
Zoom to click enables you to focus in on a part of the screen with a slow zoom, so you can
pinpoint exactly where you want to interact with the screen. You can adjust the speed and
level of magnification.

Eye gaze options
Move pointer, no click
Move mouse pointer simply enables you to guide the mouse cursor around the screen
without clicks. (This method would not be suitable for computer control).
Move pointer, switch to click
With Press switch to click you use the eye gaze camera to move the pointer around the
screen and press your switch to make a selection. You will need to have connected a
switch to your device and configured it in Settings – Access – Switch.
Move pointer, blink to click
Blink to click uses the eye gaze camera to move the pointer around the screen and blinks
to make your selections. You can adjust the minimum and maximum blink times to prevent
accidental activations.
Move pointer, dwell to click
Move the mouse pointer around the screen with your gaze and a dwell will begin when still.
Dwell to click
Dwell to click lets you move the mouse around the screen with your gaze. When still, the
dwell timer will appear.
Zoom to click
Zoom to click enables you to focus in on a part of the screen with a slow zoom, so you can
pinpoint exactly where you want to interact with the screen. You can adjust the speed and
level of magnification.

Computer control with Alpha Core
When Computer control is launched, Grid will shrink to the right hand side of the screen
with options for choosing the type of click you want, and to use an accessible on screen
keyboard.
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Selecting More will give you further options to scroll your current page. The Move grid cell
gives you options to reposition your Computer control grid. Selecting Full menu gives you
further options to switch between desktop programs and additional click options.
Under the Tools grid you can adjust your access preferences and also make the Computer
control grid bigger or smaller.
The New Tab will open a new tab in your internet browser.

Select URL will select the address bar of your internet browser and highlight the address.
Next Program will cycle through the current open program that you are controlling.
The Back to chat cell will take you back into the Alpha Core home grid which will once
again be full screen.

Keyboard
The keyboard grid in Computer control allows you to see the program you are typing in and
compose text using a Qwerty keyboard.
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Photos & Camera
The Photos & Camera grid lets you take pictures in Alpha Core with any camera attached
to your device as well as access quick chat phrases.

Setting up your cameras
Before using the Camera grids in Windows, you may need to configure your devices
cameras. You do not have to do this when using iOS.
Under Settings – Computer you can find the Devices heading. Here you can use the dropdown boxes to choose your front facing and back facing cameras.
Tip: You can connect many webcams via USB to your device and Grid 3 should support
them. If you plug a webcam in, allow Windows to detect the camera, restart Grid 3, and the
camera should be available when you are choosing cameras in your Grid 3 settings.
The Change camera cell lets you switch between connected cameras so you can capture
a selfie.
The grid has a row of quick messages that you can browse.
Switch back to your Keyboard to write any additional messages you may have. Selecting
Back will return you to the Photos & Camera grid where you can use Add Message to
include it in the grid’s quick chat cells.

Taking pictures in Alpha Core
Opening the Photos & Camera grid will display a live feed of your selected camera.
Selecting Take photo will capture a picture and save it to your library.
The Camera cell will switch between front and back cameras on your device (if these are
available).
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If you want to browse and view photos you have taken select Camera photos. Here you will
see your photos arranged in a library. You can jump to your My Pictures folder when you
can view other pictures saved to your library (from email attachments for example).
Select any photo to view an enlarged version, with the option to start a slideshow to
automatically display all the pictures in that folder, or attach the current photo to an email.
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SMS messaging
SMS messaging is only available when using Windows
Alpha Core lets you send and receive text messages from your Android smart phone. You
can write quick messages, reply, send alerts and more.
Before you can use this function you will need to setup your Android smart phone and Grid.

Connecting an Android phone to Grid 3
Before you can send any messages with Alpha Core, you will need to connect your phone.
You will need:
A compatible Android smartphone with access to the Google Play Store and 		
Bluetooth
The Remote Phone Call App
CallCenter PC software
Your communication device should support and have access to Bluetooth settings.
Tip: It’s important to trial the Remote Phone Call App and CallCentre on your device before
you purchase.
Step 1:

Pairing your phone with your device

Go to the Bluetooth settings on your phone and make sure that Bluetooth is turned on
and discoverable. On your device, open Control Panel then Devices. Click ‘Add Bluetooth
Device’ – you should see your phone appear. Select your phone and click Next to pair it
and follow the on screen instructions for both devices.
Step 2:

Install the software

First head to the website on your phone, and select Remote Phone Call Trial and follow
the store link to install the app. You can also find the app in the Play Store by searching
'Remote Phone Call'.
To install the software on your communication aid, open a web browser (not in Grid 3)
and go to www.justremotephone.com. Scroll down to the Download section and select
CallCenter.msi. Once downloaded, install the software.
Step 3:

Connect your phone and communication aid

With the app on your phone and the CallCenter software installed, both devices are ready
to be paired.
Open CallCenter on your communication aid by selecting the icon on your Desktop (it will
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also be found in your Start menu). The software will open. You will see a drop down menu,
select and you should see your phones name with a green Android icon.
Open Grid 3 and head to Menu - Settings.
Select Phone. You will get a pop up with Grid 3 requesting access to CallCenter.
Select Grant. Check the ‘Remember this answer’ box to prevent the pop up showing every
time Grid 3 opens You can then minimize CallCenter and select OK on the settings screen.
Grid 3 is now linked to your phone. You may see several notifications pop up with your
messages!

SMS Inbox
Opening the SMS Inbox will display a list of your text messages pulled across from your
phone. You can use the arrow keys to navigate the list and the Open cell will open the full
conversation.

You can reply, forward or delete a message. You can also start a New text message.
Tip: You will need to add a contact before you start a new message to them (or you can
Reply if you have a message from them already. You can add a new contact using Manage
Contacts from the Topics grid.

Quick Messages
The Quick Messages grid lets you send rapidly send pre-stored messages to people in your
contacts list. You can use these as conversation starters, urgent requests or ways to keep
in touch with your friends and family.
Select a phrase, and then you will be given the choice of sending it via either SMS or
email. Once you have made that choice, you will be taken to a contacts grid – choose the
recipient and your message will automatically be sent to them.

Editing the Quick Messages grid
To add a new quick message, jump to the Keyboard grid to type it and then Back to Quick
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Messages. Now select Add Message to add it to the grid.
To edit your contacts list, go to Manage Contacts from the Topics grid.

Tip: Some email providers in the US allow you to send SMS messages via email. If your
phone is not compatible with Grid this can be a way to easily send quick messages to a
recipient.
To send a text message via email you will need to know the carrier of the recipient. Below
are some of the more common carriers and addresses*:
ATT 		
Verizon
T-Mobile
Cingular

–
–
–
–

phonenumber@ATT.net
phonenumber@vtext.com
phonenumber@tmomail.com
phonenumber@cingluarme.com

*Replace phone number with your contacts 10 digit number.
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Email
Email is only available when using Windows

The email grid of Alpha Core allows you to read and reply to emails, and send new emails
to people in your Contacts list.

Setting up your email account in Grid 3
Configuring your email account can differ depending on your email provider. These
instructions will cover most of the settings, but you may need to refer to our online guide.

Open Menu - Settings - Accounts - Email
In the dropdown menu select your email provider.
If your provider is not listed select IMAP and SMTP.
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You will be asked for your email address and password.
Gmail and Yahoo
If you use Gmail or Yahoo, you will need to configure your account to allow Grid 3 to
connect. Login to your account in a web browser and find the account settings.
In Gmail you are looking for the option to ‘Allow Less secure app access’ under your
Account settings.
If you have a Yahoo email address you will need to setup an account specific password. For
more information on how to do this visit:
thinksmartbox.com/answer/email-account-settings-in-grid-3
Once you have allowed Grid 3 access to your account, head back to Grid 3 and select Test
connection. If everything is working you will see ‘Connection successful’.
Tip: Depending on how many emails you currently have in your inbox, Grid 3 will take some
time to import your messages.

Using Email

The email grid allows you to navigate your inbox as well as preview messages.
Use the Previous and Next arrows to make your selection, with the x5 option to quickly
scroll through your messages.
Open email will open the selected email and also allow you to select further options, such
as Reply and Add Sender to My Contacts.
You can also use Save attachment to add an attached image to your My Pictures folder.

Composing and replying
When you want to compose a new message, first select the contacts you want to send
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your email to, then select Compose message. Some useful phrases are already included
in the grid, and you can use the Add Message and Remove Message options to customise
these.
As well as the pre-stored phrases, you can also use the Keyboard cell to jump to your
keyboard and type your message. Once complete, tap the Back arrow and use the Copy
and Paste from Keyboard to add your message to the email.
You can add a photo from your library with the Attach Photo. Select a photo you would like
to add to your email and tap Back to continue composing the message.
Once you have finished, select Send.
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Adding a contact
The contacts list is used by both the Email and SMS grids to make sending messages
quick and easy. You can find your contact list in both the Email and SMS grids by selecting
Contacts. In order to add, remove or edit a contact though you will need to open the
Manage Contacts grid from the Topics page.
Adding a new contact

On the Manage Contacts grid, select New Contact and the blank Name field will be
selected. Select Keyboard to write the name of your contact and tap Back to return to the
Contact editor. Select Copy and Paste from Keyboard to place the name into the Name
field.
You can repeat this process for the contact’s number and email by selecting Edit Number
and Edit Email Address respectively. If an address, name or number is incorrect, you can
use the Clear cell to delete it.
You can add an image to a contact by selecting Change Photo. This will open your image
library where you can select from your existing photos or use the Camera option to take a
new photo.
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Editing a contact
Select the contact you would like to edit from the list – the currently selected contact is
highlighted in a different colour. Now choose which aspect you would like to edit e.g. name,
number or email address and then jump to the keyboard to make your changes.
If you want to remove a contact you can select Delete Contact. You will be asked to
confirm before the contact is removed.
When you have finished editing your contact, simply jump back to your keyboard.
Tip: You can also create and edit contacts in the Grid 3 settings page. Head to Menu Settings - Contacts and you will see options to add, edit and delete contacts. If you have
a large number of contacts you can also use the Search box.
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Alexa
You can control an Amazon Alexa device using Alpha Core. The Alexa grid is setup with
several standard commands to control the various functions of the device, such as Stop,
volume and Resume. You can also add and remove your own messages to ask Alexa to do
want you want.

Alexa quick commands
Volume Up 		
Volume Down
Stop 			
Pause			
Resume 		
Next 			

–
–
–
–
–
–

“Alexa, Volume up.”
“Alexa, Volume down.”
“Alexa, stop.”
“Alexa, pause.”
“Alexa, resume.”
“Alexa, next”

Tip: Alexa is Amazon’s voice controlled assistant and as such needs to be able to hear
your messages. Depending on the voice you are using, you may need to increase the
volume, particularly in a noisy environment.

Writing your own Alexa messages
The top half of the Alexa grid has a list of example Alexa messages to get you started,
but you can always write your own and add them to the list. Use the Add Message and
Remove Message to manage the list.
Note that the trigger word ‘Alexa’ will automatically be added to your messages – e.g. if
you add the message ‘tell me a joke’, when selected it will say ‘Alexa, tell me a joke’.
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Share or Save
The Share or Save grid is a quick way for you to take what you have been writing in to the
chat area and use it in a document, email and more.

Send as Email
Send as Email is only available on Windows
Selecting to send as email will jump you to the Email grid with your message ready to send.
From here you can select the contact that you want to send the email to then select Send
to deliver your message.

Save as Document
Selecting to save your message as a document will open the Document editor and save
the message as a new document.

Add to Document
Selecting this option will copy your message to the clipboard and open the document
editor. Use the arrows to select the document you wish to add the message to then select
Paste to add it to the end of the document.

Record
Selecting Record will let you quickly add the message in your chat area to your Message
Banking recordings. You will be taken to the Record Message grid where selecting Record
will start recording the phrase. Selecting Record again will stop the recording. You can
listen back to your recording by selecting Listen. When you are happy with the recording
select Back to return to the Share or Save grid. The message will then appear in your
Message Banking grid and trigger when you type it into the chat area.
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Copy to Clipboard
Selecting Copy to Clipboard copies the whole chat area to the clipboard. The text can
then either be pasted back into Grid, or into any other application outside of Grid e.g. a
web browser or word processor.

Send as SMS
Send as SMS is only available on Windows
Selecting to Send as SMS will jump you to the SMS grid with your message ready to send.
From here you can select the contact that you want to send the SMS to then select Send to
deliver your message.
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Documents
The document editor allows you to create and save your messages and longer pieces of
text so that they can be recalled later. It is a useful tool for putting together longer text
such as emails, lists or speeches so you can come back to them later.

Your saved documents are listed on the left, and a preview of the selected document is
displayed on the right.
Use the New Document cell to create a new blank document.
The Previous and Next cells let you choose from your saved documents that are being
previewed.
Paste will place the contents of the clipboard at the cursor location in the current
document.
Copy places the contents of the currently selected document into the clipboard.
Delete Document will remove the currently selected document. It will open a confirmation
grid to confirm the action.

Editing a document
The Editing cell opens the currently selected document and offers a number of options for
manipulating the text, and also speaking it out loud.
If you would like to speak the contents of the document, you can use the Speak Sentence,
Speak Paragraph and Speak Selection cells to read the text aloud. If you need to stop
speaking in the middle of a speech for any reason, you can use the Stop Speaking cell.
Note when you stop speaking, starting the speech again will be from the beginning of your
selection.
There are text navigation cells which will move the cursor around your document. Start of
Text moves the cursor to the beginning of the document, End of Text moves the cursor to
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the end of the document. Word Left and Word Right move the cursor by word. Cursor left,
right, Line Up and Line Down each move the cursor incrementally.
Start/Stop Highlighting allows you to pick out a piece of text. Selecting this once will begin
highlighting. Move the cursor across the section you wish to select, then select Start/Stop
Highlighting to finish. Select All will select the entire document.

When you have text selected, you can use the Cut, Copy and Paste cells to capture and
place the text.
Use the Backspace and Delete Word cells to remove text. Clear will erase the whole
document. If you make a mistake you can use Undo.

Adding text to a document
To add more text to a document, select the Keyboard cell to navigate to your chosen
keyboard and compose your additional text. Then you can use the Share cell (sometimes
this is found under the + cell) to copy the text and use the Add to Document option to
place the text into your document.
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Settings
The Settings grid gives you control over many Alpha Core and Grid settings

Volume + / - 		

Control your voices volume

Volume 			

Displays the current volume, selecting will mute your voice

Change Keyboard

Choose an alternative keyboard layout

Change voice
Opens the change voice grid. This lets you choose from your 		
				
installed voice and you can also adjust the volume, speed and
				pitch of your speaking voice.
Sleep screen 		
				
				

Windows only. Turn your screen off to save battery life and 		
reduce distraction. Switch the screen back on by activating a
switch of holding your gaze in the centre of your screen.

Speak As You Type
				
				

When switched on, words will be spoken as you type your 		
message. When switched off, nothing will be spoken until 		
you select the Speak cell.

Turn off computer
Windows only. Shuts down your device. You will be taken to a 		
				
second grid to confirm this action. (Note that will need to 		
				
be able to physically turn the computer back on to get back to
				Grid!)
Brightness 		
				
				

Displays the current brightness level (100 being the maximum).
Tapping the brightness cell cycles the brightness of the 		
screen in increments of 25

Battery 			

Displays the current battery level
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Access Settings
Pointer settings
Access settings related to Pointer access

Shorter / Longer Dwell

Adjust the dwell time when using pointer access.

Faster Typing
Switch Fast Typing on for a faster dwell speed on the letters 		
				
and numbers in your keyboard. As they are in familiar 			
				
locations, you can select them quickly and increase your speed
				of communication.

Computer Control settings
Access settings for when you are using Computer control.

Activate dwell to click

Toggles computer control activation to Dwell to click

Dwell time + / - 		

Control the speed of dwell to click

Activate zoom to click

Toggles Zoom to click activation to Zoom to click

Zoom magnification
Increase and decrease the amount of zoom when using zoom
				to click
Zoom to click time 		

Control the speed of the zoom.

Computer Control
Jump to grids enabling you to control the mouse for access to
				other Windows software
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Touch settings		
Access settings related to touch access.

Hold settings		

Adjust how long cells should be held for before activation.

Switch settings
Access settings related to switch access.

Scan speed 		

Adjust the speed of switch scanning.

Eye gaze settings
Access settings related to eye gaze

The eye gaze settings screen some useful phrases to assist you in getting your setup and
positioning right.
Dwell time + / - 		

Control the speed of the eye gaze dwell.

Faster Typing
Switch Fast Typing on for a faster dwell speed on the letters 		
				
and numbers in your keyboard. As they are in familiar locations,
				
you can select them quickly and increase your speed of 		
				communication.
Eye gaze viewer		
See a representation of where your eyes are positioned in 		
				relation to your device.
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Computer control settings
Access settings for when you are using Computer control with eye gaze.

Activate dwell to click

Toggles computer control activation to Dwell to click

Dwell time + / - 		

Control the speed of dwell to click

Activate zoom to click

Toggles Zoom to click activation to Zoom to click

Zoom magnification
Increase and decrease the amount of zoom when using zoom
				to click
Zoom to click time		

Control the speed of the zoom.

Computer Control 		
Jump to grids enabling you to control the mouse for access to
				other Windows software
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Windows and iPad
Alpha Core is available for both Grid 3 on Windows and Grid for iPad. Both of these
versions are very similar however there are a few differences with certain features offered
on each platform.

Windows

iPad

7 Keyboards
Topics
Message banking
Web browser
YouTube
Alexa
Photos & camera
SMS
Email
Computer control

7 Keyboards
Topics
Message banking
Web browser
YouTube
Alexa
Photos & camera

Touch access
Switch access
Pointer access
Eye gaze access

Touch access
Switch access (via iOS settings)
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Paper-based resources
A printable two-sided communication board, which can be used by itself or alongside the
Alpha Core vocabulary.
The first grid (side one of the communication board) contains core words and a qwerty
keyboard. This is ideal for users who have good touch access.
The second grid (side two of the board) provides an AEIOU keyboard, ideal for partner
assisted scanning.
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